GEAR FLASK TEST

Some like it hot

How we tested
1 We primed all the flasks with hot water then filled them with boiling water
from a kettle.
2 After eight hours we poured one cup out then we measured the temperature
of the water using an industrial thermometer.
3 We closed the flasks again and took another temperature reading 10 hours later.

The only thing worse than cold coffee is cold tea. If you’ve hiked all the way to the top of
Lion’s Head at the crack of dawn, you deserve a hot cuppa. We put 12 flasks to the test.
WORDS NICK DALL PICTURES JAMES GARAGHTY

R100 – R250
UNDER R100

Woolworths stainless
steel flask 1 ℓ

Cape Union stainless
steel flask 1 ℓ
This is one of the more attractive and
compact flasks tested and it doesn’t
cost the earth.
It performed marginally better than
the Woolworths flask in terms of heat
retention, but it has a worse lid. The
easy-pour mechanism is different to
the others tested: It poured so slowly
I felt like an octogenarian at a urinal!
The dodgy lid wouldn’t stop me
from buying the flask – I’d just unscrew
the lid completely each time.
R160 Cape Union Mart

Travelvac Steel Series 0.75 ℓ

Addis vacuum flask 1 ℓ

Milton Esprit 1.8 ℓ

Leisure Quip vacuum flask 1 ℓ

Although this flask is almost identical
in appearance to the Atlasware, it was
one of the worst performers in the
temperature test. But then it’s also
one of the cheapest of the bunch. It’s
streamlined and easy to slip into the
side pouch of your daypack, and the
simple stopper makes it easy to clean.
If you want to keep your coffee warm
for five or six hours, there’s no need to
get anything fancier than this.
R80 Checkers

All the plastic flasks with glass inners
performed well in our temperature
test, but you have to weigh this up
against their bulky size and the fact
that the glass can shatter quite easily.
This one has two well-sized cups that
screw on firmly. The handle is solid and
the stopper is easy to close. It may not
be as rugged as a stainless steel flask,
but if it breaks you can buy a new one
and still have money in the bank.
R80 Pick n Pay

Because this plastic-and-glass flask
is almost twice the size of the other
flasks, we knew the liquid inside would
stay hotter for longer (physics, people),
but we weren’t prepared for quite how
well it fared. After both readings it was
second only to the Isosteel. It’s more
church bazaar than Kilimanjaro, and
the absolutely enormous solitary mug
is a bit random, but it’s a reminder that
new isn’t always better.
R90 Pick n Pay

This was one of the cheapest easypour stainless steel flasks we could
find. Although it performed fairly
poorly in the temperature test and
its lid was a bit leaky, it scored well on
the performance-to-price ratio. The fact
that it’s so cheap suggests that it’s
made of fairly low-grade steel, but
hey, for 100 bucks your coffee will
still be drinkable when you stop
for brunch at N’wanetsi.

This sleek beast certainly looks and
feels the part, and it’s cheap too. It
didn’t keep liquid hot for quite as
long as the premium flasks did, and
its easy-pour lid was a bit dribbly.
Still, it’s a solid workhorse.
Warning: An easy-pour lid is con
venient, but steer clear of them if you
want to store milk in your flask. The
milk will get into all the nooks and
crannies and your lid will become
a biohazard in no time.

About R100 Game

R120 Woolworths

8 hours: 73 °C
18 hours: 47.6 °C

8 hours: 82.9 °C
18 hours: 66.4 °C

8 hours: 85.2 °C
18 hours: 71.4 °C

8 hours: 74.5 °C
18 hours: 51.1 °C

8 hours: 72.3 °C
18 hours: 49.8 °C

8 hours: 75 °C
18 hours: 51.8 °C

Leisure Quip 1 ℓ

Atlasware 0.5 ℓ

This flask is the same colour as the
more expensive Stanley and it’s nearly
as good at retaining heat.
I was seriously impressed by its
performance, especially considering
it only costs R200. It’s got a nice
streamlined shape and the simple
stopper means you can store milky
coffee without hygiene issues.
It’s a bit lighter than some of
its competitors, which makes me
wonder about its durability… But
now I’m speculating.
R200 Makro

In the same way that the Milton was at
an advantage because of its size, this
500 ml pocket rocket had its work cut
out from the get-go. But, as your U10
rugby coach always said: “The bigger
they are, the harder they fall.”
The Atlasware certainly felled a
few titans. It’s German engineered so
it looks good, and it did well in the
temperature test. It’s extremely tough
and comes with a 100 % replacement
guarantee. If you want to upsize,
the 1 ℓ version only costs R250.
R180 atlasware.co.za

8 hours: 83.3 °C
18 hours: 65.6 °C

8 hours: 77.6 °C
18 hours: 51.4 °C

Best
value
!
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GEAR FLASK TEST
Where’s the vacuum?

Flask tips

A vacuum flask comprises a flask within a flask that joins at the
neck. Between the two flasks is a partial vacuum. If you were awake
in high school physics you’ll remember that a vacuum is bad at
conducting heat. In this case, the vacuum forms an effective barrier
between what’s inside (hot or cold liquid) and the air outside.
Whether the vacuum is sandwiched between two layers
of glass in a plastic casing or if it’s part of an all stainless steel
construction, the principle remains the same.

• Don’t put milky tea or coffee into any flask, especially not into a flask with
an easy-pour lid. The lid will become mouldy quickly.
• Whether you want to keep liquids hot or cold, it’s important to “prime” your
flask. Fill it with boiling water for 30 seconds to preheat it, or with iced water
for three minutes to cool it.
• Opening the lid results in temperature loss, so keep the lid closed for as long
as possible. If you want to drink hot coffee before breakfast and after dinner,
two small flasks might be better than one big flask.

R250 +
Kitchen Craft Jury 1 ℓ

Isosteel Duo 1 ℓ

Eva Solo Vacuum Jug 1 ℓ

Stanley Classic 1 ℓ

Considering its price tag, I expected
more from this good-looking number.
Although the easy-pour lid worked
well when open, it dribbled for a
second or two when closed. Add this to
the fact that its heat retention placed
it among the cheapies, there are many
reasons not to vote with this Jury.
If you’re dead set on a stainless
steel flask, save yourself some
money and get one from Game
or Woolworths.
R265 yuppiechef.com

This was hands down the best flask
tested. Well priced and with the best
heat retention of them all, the water
was piping hot after eight hours and
would have been passable for coffee
after a further 10 hours. The two decentsized mugs (one on each end) make it
a bit bulky, but two is better than one,
right? The easy-pour lid was the best of
the bunch although it would put me off
using milk products in this flask. Luckily
I like my coffee black.
R270 Trappers

Like the Addis and Milton flasks, this
svelte Danish jug is made from glass
and plastic. Unlike those old-school
flasks, the Eva Solo has attitude. But
that attitude comes with a caveat: It’s
not the most compact flask and its
shape doesn’t make for easy packing.
Still, if you want the snazziest flask
at the Kirstenbosch summer concert,
you know what to get. Be prepared
to pay through the nose for the
privilege, though.
R580 yuppiechef.com

Stanley – the world’s most famous
maker of vacuum flasks – turned 100
last year and the brand is still going
strong. With its trademark green
hammertone finish, this is the flask
of choice for millions of people.
The Isosteel Duo performed better
in the temperature test, but the Stanley
was still impressive. It’s the most
rugged flask tested and it comes
with a lifetime warranty.

8 hours: 73 °C
18 hours: 52.9 °C

8 hours: 87.4 °C
18 hours: 73.4 °C

8 hours: 79 °C
18 hours: 62 °C

About R650
eigerequipment.co.za
8 hours: 84 °C
18 hours: 67.9 °C

Take your coffee with you
What’s a good flask without good coffee to put into it? Here are some portable
gadgets to help you get your fix, wherever you are.
1 GSI Commuter Java Press
This clever portable French press
uses a cup-within-a-cup system to
eliminate the need for a plunger stick.
And you can drink from the same
vessel you made your coffee in.
Because the inner cup fits so
snugly you get hardly any grounds
in your coffee – unlike the Bodum I use
at home. The all-plastic construction
makes it virtually indestructible
and the neoprene sleeve and drinkthrough lid insulate your brew.
R335 rammountain.co.za

2 GSI Collapsible Java Drip
Making delicate drip coffee couldn’t
be simpler with this collapsible sili
cone cone that sits on top of your
mug. Pop a paper filter into the cone
(R20 for 40 filters), add a couple of
spoons of coffee and fill with nearly
boiling water. Put the lid on and less

a bit bitter – in my opinion.

than a minute later you’ll have a
perfect brew for the missus. Throw
the filter paper onto the fire and
repeat for your own cup.
Best of all, you’ll barely need to
rinse it when you’re done.
R165 rammountain.co.za

R300 Cape Union Mart
4 Woolworths On-The-Go
Plunger (1 cup)
The most amazing thing about this
gizmo is its size: it’s no weightier or
more cumbersome than a syringe.
It’s easy to use: Fill the canister
with coffee and pop it into your mug.
Pour boiling water on top and wait
five minutes while you pump the
plunger slowly a few times.
Great for a hike if you can’t
imagine living without coffee for
a few days.
R90 Woolworths

3 Cape Union stainless

steel percolator (9 cups)
If you want to make good old moer
koffie for the whole family, this is your
guy. Add water to the desired level
and put the jug on the stove or fire.
In the meantime, add coffee to the
perforated tray and put this in the
jug. Close the lid and when the water
starts to “perc” (you’ll see it bubbling
through the glass knob on the lid),
reduce the heat and simmer for about
15 minutes.
Although it looks great in the
campsite, the coffee it made was

5 GSI Java Mill
Now you can have freshly ground
coffee on day four of the Amatola. The
ceramic burr grinder is made from

unbreakable “Tritan” polyester and the
handle folds away for easy stowage.
Grinding is quite a workout, especially
if you’re making more than two cups.
R455 rammountain.co.za

6 Bialetti Moka Express

(2 cups)
This timeless aluminium pot works
just as well on the stove as it does
over a fire. It does a similar thing to
the percolator, except that you use a
lot less water and everything happens
under greater pressure. The result is
tastier too, albeit on the small side. This
two-cup pot makes two espressos (add
hot water for an Americano) but you
can get a bigger version.
Once it’s blackened after a few
uses, you won’t feel like such a poser
washing it in the ablution facility
at Letaba.
R410 bialetti.co.za

The Java Drip works
using paper coffee filters,
pictured left. Any brand
will do the trick.

OUR
P I C K!

To stow the handle,
remove it entirely and
pop the short end where
the long end was.
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gear MY STUFF

The coffee addict
Citrusdal bean counter and avid outdoorsman Dirk Oberholzer last drank instant
coffee when he did the Fish River Canyon trail in 2004 – a weight-saving ploy that
pretty much ruined the hike for him!
I never travel without… A box of
matches, a Buff and a Moleskine
journal to help me remember
where I ordered a great coffee
or, better still, where I made the
perfect brew.
Perfect outdoor coffee? A big part
of drinking coffee in the outdoors
is the atmosphere and the setting.
Add this to the fact that mountain
water is far purer than tap water.

I know a guy who roasts his
own beans using a popcorn maker,
but I don’t have time for that kind
of stuff any more.
These days I usually get my
beans freshly roasted from a place
in Robertson called Strictly Coffee
( strictlycoffee.co.za). I grind as
much as I need before I leave on
a hike and store my grounds in an
old Illy tin with a great vacuum
seal. Come coffee-o’clock, I whip

out my Bialetti stovetop pot and
MSR Pocket Rocket stove (pictured
left) and get brewing.
I drink my coffee as it should be
drunk: dark, strong and bitter, with
a splash of hot water.
Biggest waste of money… Buying a
kiddies’ tent. Within weeks the poles
had broken and we had to replace
them. Rather buy a small “proper”
tent, which will last much longer.

gear WISH LIST

Hook me up!
With the Trail-Gator bicycle tow bar, you can go
mountain biking with your child – safely and easily.
What is it? It’s a retractable tow bar that connects your mountain bike to
your child’s bike, steadying it and lifting the front wheel of the smaller
bike off the ground. Little Hannah can choose whether she wants to
coast or help pedal. It’s suitable for kids between the ages of three and
five, depending on the weight of the child (up to 30 kg).
Why would you want it? Now you no longer have the excuse of not
exercising because you can’t leave your little one behind.
Verdict? It’s strong, solid and safe. Matthew Pfaff, who introduced the
Trail-Gator to South Africa, recently completed a full mountain-bike
race with his four-year-old son in tow.

R1 450 (including postage)

072 062 2374;

kidbikebars.co.za
– Esma Marnewick
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